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IGBRR spent a day and half at the USJN Premier in Cincinnati to kick off the July viewing period. Indiana clubs at the 
event included the Flight, Indiana Elite, Magic, MBA, Sky Diggs Elite and more. SDE Sullivan, SDE Huffman, Magic 
Blanding, Heat, Magic Scott all won their respective pools. SDE Sullivan led by Junior All-Stars Daly Sullivan and Macee 
Williams took the runner-up trophy in the four day event. 
 
Following are several Indiana players that impressed for their respective team during our opportunity to observe. 

Flight Eastern 
2017 6’1 F/C Courtney Wise  Union City 
New comer to club basketball, she has steadily improved against the higher level competition throughout the 
spring/summer. Long frame & wingspan, along with fairly good agility allows her to be a productive finisher around the 
basket. While she doesn’t take them in bunches she is capable of knocking down the open jumper out to the 3. Will 
need to become a bit more aggressive to take game to next level against high caliber opponents. Raw but some ceiling 
to work with. D3/NAIA prospect. 

Flight Thunder 
2018 5’9 SG Cassidy Hardin  Center Grove 
Regarded as one of the top pure shooters in the state regardless of class. Has deep 3 ball range with quick release. 
Active without the ball on both ends. Gets hands on a lot of balls on the defensive end, using bball IQ and anticipation. 
Continuing to improve off the bounce going to the rim.  Multiple high D1 offers. 

2018 5’10 PG Amy Dilk  Carmel 
Long, heady point guard that is one of the premier floor generals in the state. Solid skill set from top to bottom including 
great court vision, playmaking ability, and good decision making with the ball. Has played at and against a high level for 
many years now. Plays for one of Indiana’s top high school programs and club teams. Multiple high D1 offers. 
 

 

 



Flight Duke 
2019 5’11 W MaKenna Fee  Seymour 
Solid 2019 wing prospect that has the base for a solid skill set. Can handle the ball from the wing some and has a nice 
jumper out to the 3. Has the size to mix it up some in the paint but will need to add some additional strength to be a 
physical presence around the basket. Long with wingspan, lends to versatility on both ends of the floor 

2020 5’7 G Blacker  Clinton Prairie 
For a 2020 playing up, played with pose, energy, and displayed a very solid skill set and good feel for the game.  As she 
continues to get reps against higher level competition will continue to develop her processing and decision making. A 
2020 that will have impact. 
  
Flight Johnson 
2019 6’2 C Haley Westerfeld Batesville 
Solid 2019 post prospect with considerable upside. Nice strong post frame, plays physical, aggressive on both ends and 
competes. Fairly fluid and agile and runs the court well. Needs to be consistent on finishing on post moves and 
opportunities.  Rebounds well and owns her space. 

2019 5’2 PG Gracie Johnson  Martinsville 
Small in size but a monster on the court. Seems to be involved in every play on both ends from deflections, steals, to 
keeping possessions alive.  Fearless going to rim, pushes well in transition with good court vision, and shoots the ball 
from beyond the arch as well.  

Flight Black 
2020 5’11 W Rachel Loobie  Franklin Central 
Long athletic frame with solid skill set.  Causes issues on the defensive end with her length & anticipation and a strong 
finisher in transition.  As she develops her half court skill set she will be an impact player in the 2020 class to keep an eye 
on. 
 
2020 5’8 W Aliyah Evans  Greensburg 
Fluid, physically strong wing/guard that plays with a high motor and nice skill set. Can handle the ball, goes hard to the 
basket and has a nice feel for the game on both ends. 

Indiana Elite Team Indiana 
2017 6’2 C Jaelencia Williams  Southport 
Big powerful post presence. A 6’2 big body post frame that uses that frame along with agility and good hands/feet to 
control her space around the block. A  strong explosive drop step to the basket and attacks the ball off the rim on both 
the offensive and defensive boards. D1 prospect with offers. 
 
Indiana Elite Rising Stars 
2018 5’10 G Jacinta Gibson  Jeffersonville 
Long, versatile athlete with a solid skill set.  Can defend multiple spots. Provides for a difficult match- up on the offensive 
end, able to bring the ball up and use bigger stronger frame against smaller guards or play off the ball on the wing using 
quickness and ball handling to get to rim against bigger less agile defenders.  Was very comfortable leading the point of 
attack and was aggressive getting to the rim, rebounded well from the guard spot as well.  

2019 6’2 F/C Delaney Richason Zionsville 
One of the better post prospects in the 2019 class and has already proven herself against solid high school, 4A, and club 
competition. Nice strong post frame, plays physical and aggressive around the basket on both ends. High basketball IQ, a 
plus passer out of the post and adding to skill set on the offensive end.  



 
Magic – Blanding 
2017 6’0 W Madison Wise  Greenfield Central 
One of the top prospects in the state. Long fluid guard/wing that is flat out one of the top 6 footers in the transition 
game. Can handle the ball from baseline to baseline against guards and has the frame and athleticism to finish against 
the wings & post.  Has become an even more difficult match-up now that she has added a consistent three ball over the 
last year.  Indiana Jr All-Star, High D1 prospect with multiple offers 

2018 5’7 G Nia Clark  Ben Davis 
Quick athletic guard that uses those attributes to be a lock down defender, create turnovers, get deflections and excels 
in the transition game. Improving jumper, has an explosive first step and capable of finishing at the rim against bigger 
defenders. Multiple D1 offers 
 
MBA Select 2019 
2021 5’6 G Danielle Jenkins Wawasee  
You wont normally find incoming 8th grader in our high school evaluations but Jenkins was playing up at this event and 
while playing up it became apparent that she was carrying play for her squad. Solid guard skill set, played with pose for 
her age and didn’t back down from the older, physical competition. A youngster to keep our eye on in the coming years. 

Sky Diggs Huffman 
2017 5’11 G Brittany Welch  Sheridan 
Long, athletic guard that brings versatility to both ends of the court.  Handles ball well from multiple spots, excels at 
attacking the rim using hops and length to finish against guards or bigs. Competes on boards with athleticism and works 
hard. Still relatively newcomer to high level competition developing bball iq and shot selection. Plenty of ceiling left. D1 
prospect with multiple offers 

Sky Diggs Sullivan 
2017 5’9 G Daly Sullivan  South Bend St Joseph 
Versatile combo guard, able to run point with pose, leadership, and confidence. Can facilitate when needed or take over 
a game with ability to score in bunches, both at the rim and from the arch.  Uses high skill set and IQ to create space for 
teammates and herself.  Proven track record against high level competition for many years. Had multiple games of 20+ 
on way to runner-up finish. Indiana Jr All-Star, D1 prospect 
 
2017 6’1 F Macee Williams Fountain Central 
While in the top 10 of 2017 Indiana class, Indiana Jr All-Star and multiple D1 offers Macee is still undervalued and under 
recruited as a relative newcomer to the club circuit. 6’0 forward that supports a strong frame, incredible wingspan, nice 
hands and feet.  Agile for size, comfortable with ball away from basket, shot blocker and cleans up on the boards. Needs 
continue improvement with ball handling in the open court and first step. D1 prospect with multiple offers. 

 


